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FITMETRIX REVOLUTIONIZES GROUP FITNESS WITH VISUAL WORKOUT BUILDER TECHNOLOGY 

Performance Tracking Software Introduces Trainer-Friendly Visual Fitness Component  
 

ATLANTA – November 7, 2018 - FitMetrix, a MINDBODY company, is revolutionizing group fitness classes with the 
help of their newest technology, the Visual Workout Builder. The fully customizable platform is designed to display 
personalized workouts onscreen, allowing members to follow along each step of the way during a group fitness 
class.  

“As group fitness continues to gain in popularity, many class leaders have encountered struggles associated with 
leading a large group of people while also offering a personalized experience to each attendee,” says FitMetrix 
co-founder and MINDBODY’s Senior Director of Product, Josh Lloyd. “Our goal with the Visual Workout Builder is 
to provide group fitness leaders with an easy tool to help supplement their instruction. We hope that this eases 
the burdens placed on staff while also helping to create the best group fitness experience possible for class 
attendees.”  

The Visual Workout Builder allows fitness instructors to quickly build custom workouts with the click of a button 
using a simple drag and drop feature. Members can use the workout builder’s exercise timer to follow along in 
real time with the exercise steps displayed on screen. 

This customizable platform helps drive member engagement and is a useful tool in the day-to-day operations of 
a fitness facility. Trainers can add exercise stations, filter workouts by category and specify intervals using dynamic 
fields, as well as preschedule and distribute workouts to class attendees. By integrating this technology into a 
facility’s operations, the workout builder helps to maintain consistency among all brand locations and provides an 
added value for guests.  

As a MINDBODY company, FitMetrix continues to transform the fitness industry with their cutting-edge 
technology designed to provide people with real-time tracking of their efforts, whether in class or at home. The 
state-of-the-art software is completely customizable and is compatible with most heart rate and fitness tracking 
products.  

For more information on FitMetrix, please visit http://www.fitmetrix.io. 
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About FitMetrix 
As a MINDBODY company, FitMetrix continues to revolutionize technology in the fitness industry. The state-of-
the-art software platform is completely customizable, providing gym owners the opportunity to brand their lead-
erboards and front-end user system. The platform is also compatible with most heart rate monitor or fitness 
tracking product, allowing for complete syncing of information no matter the preferred method. FitMetrix was 
acquired by MINDBODY, the leading technology platform for the wellness services industry, in February 2018. For 
more information on how MINDBODY is helping people lead healthier, happier lives by connecting the world to 
wellness, visit mindbodyonline.com. 
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